We develop individuals & teams by
optimizing brain performance.
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What makes Neuro-Link
unique?
• Unique company
• Unique specialized field: The
Neuroscience of Learning
• Unique products and services
• World-class experience for more
than 23 years
• Proven results - ROI
• Corporate A-list
• Stature, credibility and integrity
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The Neuro-Link Talent
Development Process
Neuro-Link has a holistic approach
towards developing talent within
organizations. We optimize performance
of the workforce by first assessing a
person’s potential using cutting edge
neuroscientific assessments and
fast tracking their development by
empowering them with intrapersonal
and interpersonal competencies to
improve their performance, create team
effectiveness and impact business
bottom line results.
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Unique Brain Training
Solutions
Neuro-Link develops people through many
accredited and unique brain-based learning
and development solutions that are offered to
people and organizations such as:
• Understanding One’s Amazing Neurological
Design
• A Neuro-Scientific Approach to Emotional
Intelligence
• A Neuro-Scientific Approach Towards
Developing Values-Driven Leadership
• Brain Fitness for 21st Century People
• Managing Stress for Mental Wellness
• A Brain-Based Perspective on Developing
Teams
• 4 Figurative Brain-Based Interpersonal
Communication Styles
• Mind Power
• Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) - A practical
Tool for Maintaining Mental Wellness
• Brain Ergonomics (How brain friendly is your
physical environment?)
• Advanced Whole Brain Integration
• Finding Purpose
• Mental Power
• Self-Mastery
• Change Resilience
• Introduction to Neuroscience Coaching
• Whole Brain Coaching
• Social Awareness
• Values-Driven Leadership
• Whole Brain Learning

Neuro-Link
Optimizes Brain
Performance

The Relevance of Neuroscience
Cognitive neuroscience is the study of mental brain
processes and it’s underlying neural systems. It
includes thinking and behavior and is emphasized by
the learning brain. Therefore, cognitive science looks at
how the brain learns, stores and uses the information
it acquires to change behavior. It is through learning
that the brain enables people to survive and adapt to a
constantly changing environment.
Cognitive neuroscience of learning is one of the most
researched sciences today. This is the space in which
Neuro-Link makes a contribution towards people and
organizations.

Find out your unique
neurological design!

We specialize in the
neuroscience of learning
to develop potential
Neuro-Link is a leading supplier of workplace
learning and development tools. We assist
individuals, companies and organizations to:
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

identify unique potential
enhance emotional intelligence
increase performance
accelerate learning
develop values-driven purpose and leadership
indentify potential risk for human error

We offer unique products and services with worldclass experience of more than 23 years. We
guarantee proven results and return on investment.

www.neurolink.company

Unique Brain-Profile Assessments

Who is Neuro-Link ?

What is a Brain Profile Assessment?

Neuro-Link’s assessments provide validated and highly reliable information which can help people understand
themselves and others better and make informed decisions about optimizing their brain performance, developing
themselves and becoming the best they can be.
Neuro-Link offers the following unique neuroscientific assessments that can not be obtained elsewhere:
Brain Profile:
Lateral Dominance

Left & Right Hemisphere
Logical & Gestalt

Brain Profile:

Brain Profile:
Expressive / Receptive
Preference

Neuro-Link develops people through many unique
brain-based learning and development solutions.
Cutting edge brain profile assessments called Learning
Receptiveness Profiles™ accurately reflect one’s
neurological design. These brain profile assessments
indicate drivers that optimize brain performance and
learning receptivity.

Neuro-Link’s brain training programs cover a very
broad spectrum from elementary school pupils to
company executives. Emotional intelligence, leadership
development, coping with stress and accelerated
learning are but a few of the programs that we offer.
Neuro-Link has a comprehensive range of neuroscientific workshops and people development processes
that cover almost any people development need.

Brain Training

Assessments

Neuro-Link develops people through many accredited
unique brain-based learning and development solutions that are offered to people and organizations.
These solutions help people understand their amazing
neurological design and are developed to assist
21st century people to optimize brain performance,
strengthen relationships, lead and maintain wellness.

Neuro-Link’s assessments provide validated and
highly reliable information which can help people
understand themselves and others better and make
more informed decisions about optimizing brain
performance, developing themselves and becoming
the best they can be.

LRP™ Advanced+

LRP™ Toolbox

For adults, managers, leaders
and corporations. This brain
profile is a practical instrument
to discover how uniquely
people process information,
how skilled they are at learning, which strengths and
preferences they have when learning or thinking and it
indicates areas for future development.

Neuro-Link
compiles
Learning Receptiveness
Profiles™ of students
age 6 and up to determine their learning receptivity.

Front & Back

Brain Fitness

Brain Profile:
Quadrant Preferences

Brain profile:
Brain-Based
Nutritional Habits

Brain Profile:
Rational / Emotional
Preference
Top & Bottom

Brain Profile:
Brain Profile:

Genetic Brain and
Sensory Dominance

11 Intelligence
Preferences
BQ

IQ

Brain Profile:
SQ

EQ

Profile - Stress:
Coping with Stress

Sensory Learning
Preferences

The purpose of our brain profiles are for people to develop accurate self-awareness, identify their unique
potential, understand themselves and others better, manage themselves more effectively, discover how uniquely
they process information, identify how skilled they are at learning and which strengths and preferences they have
when learning and thinking. It also indicates areas for future development.

The LRP™ Advanced+ provides feedback on 13 brain
profiles, which consist of 6 drivers that influence brain
performance and 7 learning factors that impact a
person’s neurological design

The LRP™ Toolbox is a brain-based assessment tool
to discover how unique learners process information,
how skilled they are at learning, which strengths they
have in the learning situation and it also indicates
areas for further development. It is a powerful tool to
develop and polish their unique talents and potential

